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I hope everyone has been well since our last 
newsletter. It was great to see all those who 
attended our Spring Swap Meet. With 15 vendors 
it raised $500.00 for Sick Kids Hospital. Nice 
weather helped contribute to a fantastic turn out. 
A special thanks to Brian Hay and Wilson Niblett 
for hosting our annual event.

                   

In early January Rocco Carella hosted a terrific 
technical class on Special High Performance 
optioned ‘65 Corvettes. This winter event was 
informative as it focused on the differences of  
300 h.p. cars vs. 350 & 365 h.p. versions with 
many of the engine components on display for a 
hands on inspection. Great food and friends. The 
event was as much social as it was about 
Corvettes. Thanks to the Carellas’ for hosting a 
wonderful event.

The Winter Regional this year was again 
attended by many of our chapters’ members. 
Some rare parts were up for grabs in the swap 
meet section. You just had to be faster than the 
wind that hampered the event along with never 
ending rain.                                                  

Nevertheless, I enjoyed the Corvettes that were 
being Flight Judged.

Our next event will be at Wilson Niblett 
Chevrolet on April 2. There we will be looking at a 
1959 that a new member wishes to evaluate prior 
to starting his restoration. As well, we will have 
on hand a C3 in the midst of a body off 
restoration. 

After that we will be at Steve Sanderson’s 
Pound. There we will be examining A.I.R. 
components and C2 seats. We will also examine 
what’s involved in restoring them and have a 
demonstration on installing new foam and seat 
covers.

Chairmanship Message - Spring 2016
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In May, our Chapter will have a Spring Flight Judging Meet at Wilson Niblett Chevrolet. Further details are 
found inside this issue.

Our team has been hard at work on our 2016 Regional to be held at the Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum. Please start making arrangements to attend and be involved. Current indications are that we 
expect this to be a very successful event. We believe this will offer a very unique Corvette experience. 

Wow, what a great Judging Retreat this March. The Ontario Chapter may have had the strongest turnout 
with the exception of the Texas 
Chapter. I appreciate the effort of 
those who attended. They truly 
continued to help keep our chapter 
the Top Flight Chapter for which we 
have achieved recognition. This year 
9 members attended. Should you 
have never attended this special 
event, I would highly recommend 
you put this on your Corvette Bucket 
List.

C – you soon,

Andy

Chairmanship Message - Spring 2016
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Remember when.....
In 1958, those who worked would be earning the average wages of $3,851 per year and were 
quite well off! Cars continued to get bigger and heavier with larger engines, but imports 
continued to grow now with the added Datsun and more Toyotas from Japan. America’s first 
satellite was launched from Cape Canaveral. This is also the year that the Microchip was first 
developed which is the very early stages of the PC’s we all now use at work and at home. 
Pop Culture 1958
• The Wham-O company introduces the Hula Hoop; over 
100 million are sold. 
• The Broadway musical “My Fair Lady” opens in 
London, with Rex Harrison as Professor Higgins, and 
Julie Andrews playing Eliza Doolittle 

Popular Films 
• The Bridge on the River Kwai 
• South Pacific 
• Gigi 
• King Creole 
• Vertigo 

Popular Singers we were listening to in 1958
• Elvis Presley 
• Billie Holiday 
• Ricky Nelson
• Frank Sinatra 
• The Everly Brothers 
• Ella Fitzgerald 
• Jerry Lee Lewis 

TV Programs 
• Candid Camera 
• The Ed Sullivan Show 
• Come Dancing
• The Jack Benny Show
• Panorama 
• Alfred Hitchcock Presents
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Judged Item 1956 & 1957

I’ve never seen one of these before, but 2 of these surfaced at the Florida Regional one on a car and the 
other at the swap meet. This is a gear ratio tag that was used on all 1956 and 1957 until VIN 3700.             
These tags were inked stamped, probably with tool & die ink. They are located at the 2 o’clock position on 
the drives side. All cars had these, but many are now missing due to service work done to the gears.             
I’m not sure, but I believe this tags signifies a 3:70:1 gear ratio and came in either as a standard axles or a 
positraction. A missing tag would have a 1-point deduction plus a possible condition point for a missing item 
under Chassis rear suspension.

The original style gaskets were approx. 3/16” of an inch thick. Current service replacement gaskets are 
almost like a sheet of paper and require a sealant to insure they seal properly. 

These tags were changed after VIN 3700 to different cut outs on the tag to represent the gear ratio.      
These were more durable and made identification easier for the assembly line workers.
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Judging Chairman’s Message Spring 2016

 The new year starts with upcoming changes 
to the paint judging system. Dave Brigham 
gave the group a small sample of what is going 
to change on the right side of the paint chart. 
The left side will remain status quo. The idea 
behind the changes is because it is becoming 
very difficult to obtain the old style lacquer and 
many jurisdictions in the US and elseware have 
banned the sale or use of this material. With 
the new paints, original finishes are difficult to 
duplicate and most shops have transitioned to 
water based paints. Yes you can still get real 
lacquer, but it is not as durable as today’s 
modern water based paints.

The first roll out of this new procedure will 
take place at the Dallas Judging Retreat in 
early March, with Tom Ames as the instructor, 
but the process will only be in place later this 
year, probably after the National Convention. 
I’ve been advised that no documentation, 
charts or schematics will be released until 
August of this year. I also understand that the 
Chapter Judging Chairman’s will get 
documentation to disseminate to the chapter. 

On the right side of the flow chart is where 
the changes will take place. There will be 3 
decisions to make. Deductions will range from 
30%, 70% and 100%. Stay tuned.

Just to confirm rumors’ about a possible 
chapter meet, the answer is yes; we are going 
ahead with the event. The maximum number of 
cars will be 6, max. 2 per class and preference 
will be given to members that register for both 
the Regional and Chapter. All cars will be 
placed on a wait list until both registrations 
are submitted. I have already been contacted 
by several members that want to register for 
both, so register early. We will need the same 
compliment of judges, 10 per grouping so that 
means 40 available judging positions, so 
volunteer and help your chapter.

The chapter meet will be held on May 27, 28, 
hosted by Wilson Niblett Motors, 10675 Yonge 
St, Richmond Hill, On-line registration opens 
on March 2, 2016.
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It seems that this is the winter get away for 
several of the Ontario Chapter members, kicking off 
the 2016 Corvette season. The weather was great 
until Friday afternoon when the skies opened for 
about 3 hrs bringing a lot of rain, but then it cleared 
and the sun was out again. Saturday was another 
story, with much cooler weather as the temperature 
was only 52 degrees, with quite a bit of wind and that 
was the high for the day. Vendors had to take down 
their canopies and some just packed up and left. 

Fortunately, all the judged and display cars were 
inside along with the advance judging school in 
another hanger. I remembered several years ago in 
Old Town when it rained all night with high winds 
and everything was outside. Cars got soaked, the 
real water test, and some vendor spaces were under 
water in the morning.

The judged car count was down from years ago 
with less than 40 cars either for judging, display or 
PV. I’m not sure why, but the participation has been 
steadily declining at most Regional’s I’ve attended in 
the last few years. I hope the Ontario Regional can 
change that trend. 

2016 Florida Regional
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A.D. Gorrie and Co. Ltd - PART 1

“A.D. Gorrie and Co. Ltd.”  operated as       
“Gorries Downtown Chevrolet-Oldsmobile”

Also known as “Canada’s Corvette 
Headquarters”.

 “Gorrie’s Downtown Chevrolet-Oldsmobile” 
was once one of Canada’s largest automobile 
dealerships. This thriving business was owned by 
entrepreneur Joseph SEITZ and was located on 
the land occupying 28 to 38 Gerrard Street East, 
Toronto - immediately north of the Ryerson 
University campus and close to his other main 
concern, the Underwood Typewriter of Canada 
Company. Indeed, this Buffalo, N.Y. businessman 
founded the Underwood Company in Toronto 
around 1898, at a time when typewriters were 
being acclaimed as the newest trend in office 
efficiency equipment. 

 

The dealership building on Gerrard was 
designed and built by architect Murray BROWN 
(1884-1958) who had immigrated to Canada from 
England in 1914. Brown built numerous private 
upscale residences, government buildings, 

schools, banks and Capitol Theatres in Toronto 
and across Canada. The Gorries building was 
started in April 1928 and completed in June 1929. 
It was used continuously as Gorries main 
dealership location (they had more than one 
location in the Toronto area). Oddly enough, 
research to date has failed to explain where the 
name Gorries was derived from (A.D. Gorrie and 
Company Ltd.). In the early years, the Gorrie’s 
name appeared with an apostrophe before the 
“s”, but along the way, the apostrophe was 
dropped. At the beginning of the ‘70’s, the 
Gerrard St. building was vacated when the 
dealership changed names to Golden Mile         
Chev-Olds and moved to a new   
    

 

location         
on Eglington Avenue East in 

Scarborough, Ontario. The Gerrard St. building 
was subsequently sold, demolished, and is now 
the site of a high rise student residence 
apartment building for Ryerson University 
students. In 1929 Gorries was selling Oakland 
Motor Cars (see 1929 Oakland Six newspaper 
advertisement on next page). 
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A.D. Gorrie and Co. Ltd - PART 1

The Oakland Motor Car Company had been 
started in Pontiac, Michigan in 1907. It was 
purchased two years later in 1909, by General 
Motors. The Oakland badge continued to live on 
under GM. The marque was positioned above 
Chevrolet but below Oldsmobile, Buick and 
Cadillac. Oakland badged vehicles were produced 

through the 1932 model year, but in 1933, GM 
rebranded the Oakland line as “Pontiac”. Gorries 
moved along with this change and commenced 
selling Pontiac, eventually becoming a Chevrolet-
Oldsmobile dealership (see 1929 “Oakland Six” 
newspaper ad below).
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A.D. Gorrie and Co. Ltd - PART 1

 Below is a copy of a customer contact card 
bearing a King George stamp (circa 1911 – 1931). 
The card boasts of 4 Convenient Locations.

In 1945, Joseph Seitz began to relinquish 
control of the dealership to his son, Ernest SEITZ, 
who became Vice-President of Gorries Chevrolet. 

Ernest’s story was compelling in its own 
right, but it had nothing to do with selling 
cars. Dubbed the ‘Boy Wonder’ by Toronto 
newspapers, Ernest Seitz was an 
accomplished concert pianist who showed 
signs of greatness as early as four. So 
promising was his 

                                
talent that his father insured his hands for ONE 
MILLION dollars (that’s a 1940’s million!). Ernest 
studied at the Royal Conservatory of Music and in 
Europe. From 1920 to 1945 he played more 
concerts with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra 
than any other performer at the time. He was 
also featured in a regular Sunday night radio 
broadcast on the CBC. He wrote original music 
scores that were adopted by other artists and 
enjoyed international popularity. Ernest’s first 
passion was obviously not for automobiles. So, in 
the mid 50’s, and as soon as his son Burke was 
old enough and experienced enough to run the 
dealership(s), he turned the family business over 
to him.

During the years that Burke SEITZ ran Gorries, 
things got very interesting. Burke liked auto 
racing very much. In fact, he was quite taken with 
the introduction of the Corvette in 1953. Burke 
raced cars himself and     
    

  
  
  
  
  
  

                           
enjoyed some limited success on the track.    

This fueled a move toward Gorries sponsoring 
race cars and becoming the “Corvette Capital of 
Canada”. Gorries became involved in drag racing, 
stock car racing, and road racing. Burke still did 
some of the driving,  but their Corvette racing 
program also had drivers under contract to 
Gorries.

Part II in the next issue will touch on some 
notable drivers and cars that raced under the 
Gorries racing program. Stay tuned. 

Submitted by Lino Prelazzi.                                            
The information referred to throughout this article 
was gleaned through various internet postings. The 
validity of the internet postings has not been 
investigated. If any reader has additional information 
or knowledge about the history of Gorries, they are 
invited to contact me at lprelazzi@gmail.com.
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Tech Article - C-1 Parking Lamp Restoration

 I’ve always been looking for NOS or original 
parking/turn signal lamp assembly for my 59. After 
searching for many years, I decided to restore my 
own. There were a few attempts to get it right, but I 
finally figured it out. These lamps fail because 
water and moisture get inside the socket despite 
the well-designed rubber conduit covering the 
backside of the assembly. Picture #1 & 1-A shows 
an original assembly and associate parks. Note the 
undercoating around the rubber conduit on back of 
the assembly. The bulb was stuck in the socket so I 
used a 50/50 mixture of transmission fluid and 
acetone. About 10 minutes later the bulb came out.

To start the processes place the assembly in a 
vice or workmate to hold the housing and use a flat 
blade 
screwdriver 
and start 
bending up 
the copper 
edge inside 
the lamp. This 
is soft copper, 
so be careful. 
Once you have 
gone around 
the prying up 
the flange, 
Picture #2 the 
socket 
becomes 
loose enough 
gently pry the 
socket out 
from the 
backside of the assembly. Picture #3 & 3-A. Now 
the housing can be sent out for plating.

The next thing is to check are the wires in the 
plastic insert in the copper housing Picture # 4. This 
is usually where the problem starts, as there are 2 
small steel springs that rust and break, not making 
contact with the bulb. You can purchase a repair kit 
from Lectric Limited as I did, but the quality is poor 
and won’t last. Picture #5. That’s why I buy the 
discarded ones at a swap meet for parts. The most 
import thing to check are the steel spring. If they still 
function, then that’s what you want.
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Tech Article - C-1 Parking Lamp Restoration

Once you have cleaned everything up, you may 
decide to replace the old brittle wire with new 
ones. If you do, reuse the button contacts, picture 
# 3, as they are superior to anything you can buy 
today. 

Once you housing is back from plating, Picture 
# 6 take the copper socket and insert it back into 

the housing. Place the socket into the vice with a 
bead of silicone on the socket rim and work the 
housing over the socket edge. The originals lamp 
sockets have a rubber gasket Picture #7, but it is 
to brittle/aged to seal out any moisture. Using a 

mechanics ball peen 
hammer and place it 
over the socket and 
gently tap until the 
edges start to grip the 
housing. Picture # 8. 
You may have to use a 
small punch to flatten 

the edges so it doesn’t interfere with the bulb. 
When you install the bulb, be sure to use some 
dielectric grease to ensure a good contact and to 
repel moisture. Bench test it before installing it 
in the car and make sure the ground wire (black 
one) is securely soldered to the copper socket. 
Picture # 8
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Tech Article - C-1 Parking Lamp Restoration

Now when your car is judged the key thing 
judges look for is an original conduit and 
evidence of a copper socket in the backside of 
the lamp and you have the corrected glass lens 
with the word “Guide” on the top and “F 57” on 
the bottom of the cone Picture # 9 If you see 
this, Picture #10, this is the current 
reproduction and the configuration to totally 
wrong including the glass/plastic lenses. They 
will deteriorate very quickly as there is no 
protection from water and debris. 

Here is the finished product. Picture #11
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Recently I decided to try and restore an original fuel door for 
my 65 roadster. Why would I undertake this process when I have 
a beautiful one currently on my car ? Well upon closer 
examination there are several differences. The intent of this 
article is to explain the differences and inform you of the general 
process of what is involved in restoring the fuel door 
assembly on most 1963-1967 fuel doors.

Below is the underside of a typical reproduction 
assembly manufactured by TrimParts Inc.

You may end up using it for the emblem lens 
or purchase a new one from your favorite 
Corvette supply house, such as Corvette 
Central or Paragon Reproductions.

The current reproduction varies from 
the original in several ways.

- lack of center depression for 65-67 
doors. The depression acts to support the 
lens as you press in the middle of it . 
1963-64 lens may have cracked due to the 
lack of support. Newer reproduction 
examples may have the depression, but it is 
shaped incorrectly.

- incorrect screw head 
- 4 spot welds on striker retainer, should be 6
- cut out incorrect for the striker, should be a   

      T shape 
- lack of casting seam running around the     

      diameter of the chrome casting
- size of the head of the rivet is too large
- letters CMD should not appear by the           

      part numbers by the hinge

C2 Fuel Door Restoration

And an original, which I will 
use for restoration.
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Start by removing the lens , 
clean or re-plate the ring and 
backing plate if you choose to do 
so, but first prepare the ring for 
the new rivets. I came up with two 
solutions.

One is a small tube I had turned 
and threaded. This will not be 
practical for many of you.

Start by cutting off the old rivets 
flat, drill and tap with the 
appropriate sizes.

Thread in the new rivet so the 
backing plate is held down tight, 
cut off most of the excess length 
and peen over the rest. This will 
take some practice.

The second solution I arrived at 
and far more practical was using 
inline wire butt connectors. Size 
18-22 gauge. They are made of 
aluminum and are off the shelf 
and easy to peen. You will have to 
epoxy these in after you cut to the 
correct length. You will want to 
peen the ends of them before you 
epoxy them in.

You may choose to use epoxy 
around the other contacting 
surfaces as well during assembly.

I would estimate 6-8 hrs on 
the first attempt , this included 
a learning curve.

On the skill and difficulty level 
I would rate it as medium.

Andy Goodman
Ontario Chapter Chairman  
NCRS# 9562

C2 Fuel Door Restoration

Detail picture of rivet head

Next , remove the back plate

Now you’ll have this when you 
split the two

Assembled with a cleaned and 
buffed original backing plate.

Alternate view
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What was your first Corvette and tell us about it? 
When Pat and I where first married in 1968 we 
wanted to buy a home so the first Corvette 
purchase had to wait for a while. We already had 
a 1967 Camaro Convertible so the wait was not 
too bad.  In 1972, we bought our first house where 
we resided for 34 years so the way was clear for 
me to buy a Corvette. It was a 1965 red Corvette 
coupe and the Vin was number 00037, which 
meant nothing to me at the time. We were busy 
with our first child and enjoying our Corvette it 
was not for many years later that NCRS made me 
conscious of what vin 00037 really meant.

Why did you sell your first Corvette?                   
In 1977 we did sell our 65 coupe and we traded it 
for a job that we are still working at to this day.   
As for regrets in 1977 I didn’t, realize what            
No. 37 meant like the first day of production etc., 
so in later years I tried to locate it. I was lucky 
enough to find it, but could not buy it. I think it is 
still in Ontario and I remember some of the cars 
early history.                                                                        
If the owner of VIN 0037 wants to contact me,         
I can be reached at SlacKalice460@hotmail.com

What was the first Corvette you ever saw?            
I always looked at cars and enjoyed doing it with 
my dad.  I had a black 1967 Camaro with gold pin 
stripes and a bumblebee while working at Nurse 
Chev. Olds.in Whitby. The dealership sold quite a 
few Corvettes in their day. I still remember one in 
particular. It was a new 1972 coming through the 
door with a sticker price tag of just a bit over 
$7200.00. I really wanted that car but back then      
it was more about what you could afford more    
so than what you wanted. I recall purchasing my        
1965 Corvette I had to trade my 1967 Ford       
Galaxie 500.

What part of the hobby do you enjoy the most? 
I am mostly interested in driving my cars, but I 
also enjoy judging and meeting new people.

Do you have a funny story to share with the 
Spinner readers about your Corvette?                   
Well I don’t have a funny story but my wife does! 
When we had our first 1965 coupe an OPP police 
cruiser followed her into her sister’s driveway.  
He pulled right in behind her and she was a 
bundle of nerves thinking she was going to get a 
ticket. He only wanted to look at and talk about 
the car! In those days their were not many 
Corvettes on the road and when he left he backed 
his cruiser into ditch. We had to call a local tow 
truck to pull him out.

Do you like the look of the new Corvette?           
Its ok but I was never a fan of any new Corvette 
including my own 1994. Don’t get me wrong it’s a 
really good dependable Corvette, but I enjoy the 
midyears.

What would be your dream Corvette? 
Fortunately, I have owned everything from 1956 to 
1994 and I like them all but if it was possible I 
would have another midyear Corvette. 

Is there any aspect of the hobby you have not 
been involved in but would like to?                          
No, I have already done everything I can and now 
a day my plans change day to day.  I have my 1964 
custom coupe and I plan to drive it as much as I 
can, hopefully well into my eighties. 

What is left on your Corvette bucket list? 
Mostly to be able to retire here on what I call     
“The Farm” but maybe I’d buy another fixer  
upper and restore it.

Membership Bio Charlie Appleman
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Judging School Jan 9, 2016

This winters mild weather contributed to the 
short sleeves and 37 member gathering at Rocco 
Carella’s storage facility to view his 65 365 HP 
roadster. The intent was to educate the novice in 
the configuration of an original part and the readily 
available reproduction parts.

Andy Goodman provided at table of original parts 
from his 65, which is now undergoing a 
restoration. Parts such as a fuel pump, harmonic 
balancer, a Holley Carb, some trim pieces and the 
obvious poor reproductions of a wheel cover were 
on display. Rocco also provided a video of some 
other parts on his car that were recently changed. 
This was great learning experience for anyone 
owning a mid-year Corvette. 

Deli-sandwiches were served for lunch and 
there were still leftovers that someone took home 
for dinner or the next days lunch. As usual, thing 
were to wrap up around 4PM, but several 
members hung around to chat including myself.       
I finally made it home by 6PM, after another great 
judging school.
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A.D. Gorrie and Co. Ltd - PART 1
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September 22 – 24, 2016
Canadian Wartime Heritage Museum

9280 Airport Road
Mount Hope, Ontario

Plan to attend this once in a lifetime event 
hosted by the Ontario Chapter of the National Corvette 

Restorers Society (NCRS)
featuring a sensational venue and

 the perfect blend of speed and aerodynamic design

You will never forget the breathtaking images of 
Classic Corvettes nestled  

amongst historically preserved vintage warplanes

www.ncrsontario.org

Book your Flight for the
2016 Regional
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NCRS Ontario 2016 Calendar of Events

Jan 9th 1:00-3:00 NCRS Ontario Tech Session on C-2
Rocco' Garage      
18 Melanie Dr  
Unit 2 Brampton  

RSVP

Jan 20th- 23rd NCRS Florida Winter Regional Sun N Fun Airport 
Lakeland, Florida

www.ncrs.org/
events

Feb OPEN MONTH

March 6th 1:00-3:00 NCRS Ontario Swap Meet-Vendors 
must RSVP 

Wilson Niblett 
Richmond Hill, ON

RSVP pat.
heimrath@rogers.
com

April 2 (New) Noon-4PM Wilson Niblett tech session & 
judging school

Wilson Niblett 
Richmond Hill, ON

RSVP pat.
heimrath@rogers.
com

April 10th 1:00 - 3:00 NCRS Ontario Tech session and 
judging school

Steve Sanderson 
Garage, King City, 
ON

RSVP

April 21st-23rd Indiana Regional Auburn, IN Auctions America, 
Auburn IN

www.ncrs.org/
events

April 23rd Michigan Swap Meet
Les Stanford 
Chevrolet Annex, 
Dearborn, MI

info@
michiganncrs.org

May 6th-7th NCRS WNY Chapter Judging Meet
Van Bortel 
Chevrolet, 
Macedon, NY

www.wnyncrs.org

May 13th-14th Michigan Chapter Meet
Les Stanford 
Chevrolet Annex, 
Dearborn, MI

info@
michiganncrs.org

May 27th-28th NCRS Ontario Chapter Judging 
Meet

Wilson Niblett, 
Richmond Hill ON

www.ncrs.org/
events

June Road Tour Cruise to Andy 
Goodman's Cottage Crystal Lake Info & RSVP

July 17th-22nd NCRS National Convention Warwick RI www.ncrs.org/
events

Aug 5th 5PM Cruise Night Boston Pizza, 
Oakville info

Aug 14th 12:00 - 5:00 PM

Vettes in the Valley Pig roast, Dogs 
and Burgers Eats at 2pm Plenty 
of off street parking for specialty 
cars, BYOB & BYO chairs please 
call Scott or Kay 905-857-1463 or 
416-721-4946 cell

Scott & Kay 
Sinclair's Home 
153 Old King Rd 
Bolton, ON

RSVP scott1956@ 
rogers.com

Aug 26th-28th Corvettes at Carlisle Carlisle, PA Info

Sept 8:00-4:00 NCRS Ontario Fall Road Tour 
joining Corvettes for Kids tour) TBD RSVP

Sept 22nd-24th NCRS Ontario Regional  
Canadian War 
Plane Museum, 
Mount Hope ON

www.ncrs.org/
events

Oct 16th 1:00-3:00 NCRS Ontario Tech session/ 
Judging school

Barrie Schram's 
Brantford, Ontario RSVP

Oct 30th NCRS Ontario Executive Planning 
Meeting TBA RSVP

Nov 13th 2:00-8:00 NCRS Ontario Annual General 
Meeting & Christmas Social TBA RSVP

Note: Please check website www.ncrsontario.org and Linked-in for updates and changes
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wilsonniblett.com • corvettecanada.ca • camarocanada.ca 
10675 Yonge St. Richmond Hill • 905.884.0991 • 1.888.379.8888

The best Vette yet, no matter 
what your destination

The Source.....Canada’s #1 Corvette Store!

Eastern Canada’s exclusive Callaway Dealer supercharging  
your Corvette, Camaro and full size GMC/Chevy trucks.

Chapter Sponsors
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Chapter Sponsors

p. 2 

 

 

 

LANT INSURANCE BROKERS
(A Division of Wayfarer Insurance Brokers Ltd.) Canada’s Leader in Classic Vehicle Insurance Since 1979

Offering The Antique, Classic, Special Interest and      Modified/
Street Rod Automobile Insurance.

1 800-461-4099
37 Sandiford Drive, Suite 100, Stouffville, ON L4A 7X5 Tel: (905) 640-4111 • Fax: (905) 640-4450 • www.lant-ins.ca

PROGRAM

15 Spar Drive, Brampton, ON L6S 6E1
Telephone: (905) 670-9061 Toll Free: (866) 939-9061
Fax: (905) 670-9066 Service: (905) 670-1500
Parts & Warranty: (905) 670-7003
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Chapter Sponsors

The Spinner newsletter was designed by: 

Nat Santamaria (905) 339-3612
santades@cogeco.ca

Packaging & graphic design, logos, brochures.
Personal car brochures & car photo illustrations.

Your Ad Here

Annual Rates
• 1/2 page $500
• 1/4 page $250
• Business card size $125


